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IN THE SECRETARY
GENERAL'S SECTORAL
Honorable delegates, respected chairs, and esteemed Secretariat,
This conference began several weeks ago as a simple idea: just like
many of you, I was a student stuck at home, bored with quarantine,
emptied of motivation to do my online assignments, missing my
friends. I attended a few regional Model UN meetings online, and it
made me realize that not only am I learning through virtual platforms,
students all over the world are. When the world’s education shifts to
online, then suddenly former barriers for a conference like this begin
to disappear. The expenses, the travel, the logistics once necessary for
an international event? Gone. So this got me thinking: why not plan a
virtual Model UN conference open to delegates from anywhere in the
world? After weeks of outreach, research, and organization, it’s truly
rewarding to see our hard work turn an idea into a reality.
If we recognize the power in actively listening to others and
validating their life experiences, it can go a long way. Climate change
could be slowed if lawmakers, diplomats, and corporate executives
acknowledge climate science and activism over the profits of business
status quo. The heated tensions over racism may be cooled if those
who find themselves privileged acknowledge the history and the
humanity of those who are oppressed.
Open-minded communication can unite diverse groups of people to
brighten our future, just as we have done here at YISMUN. Model
UN is so much more than a school club because it encourages
political discourse open to all points of view. Imagine what the world
would be if we carry this mindset through our universities and careers
and future successes-- let us continue to debate, to dissent, to openly
listen, human rights and global cooperation is no longer a hope, but a
reality.

Sending my best wishes for the conference,
Taryn M. Riddle
YISMUN 2020 Secretary General

United
Nations
Security
Council
Agenda: The question
of Palestine

sounds of the time when he

forgetful of the leaders of the

laid beside his slain mom.

future,

His fiery eyes showed the
reminiscence of his pain, and

existence.

his thoughts dwelt on the

The only growth was in

noon of his favourite

infrastructural decline.

playmate’s disappearance

And the only questions that

from school; Abducted, or

should’ve had answers were

maybe Slain.

the ones embellished in its

Who even knows the worse of

rhetoric.

it?
His rage charged at the
thought of his family, and of
his friends: erased before his

THE PALESTINIAN
BOY
BY EMMANUELLA
AIYEOLA

forgetful of history, and of

very eyes,
and yet help seemed only to
be so far away;
nothing could ever be the
same again.

When he spoke, his words

Will Israel be the ruling?
Will hope befall the foot of
Gaza?
Will the dying torch be
refueled?
Will there be a resolution?
Will Palestine turn to a
memory of stories to be told
in the future?

sounded like the wind before

The untold promise of Israel

He thought of these things as

rainfall, mumbles and a

was clear in the war lines

he stared at the shackles of

disturbing calmness.

viewable in Gaza,

what was remained of his

You would hear the screams

forgetful of the Palestinian

home and of his homeland.

often from his room,

terrains,

What next?

United Nations
Women
Agenda: Eliminating Gender-Based Violence
and Rape.
BY OGUNSE OPEMIPO
Every young adult grew up with

Femininity should be made to

the mentality that a female has no

move freely with pride and be

place in the world's laboratory;

fearless when taking a stride.

Only the males are made to live
healthy, just to get married and
become wealthy.

Every man seems so logistic
when dealing with girls that are
egoistic; not mindful of their age

We live in a world of

because they look ecstatic.

victimisation where females

All of this inflicted pain can

become the agent of immorality.

only be conquered by the tough.

The women are far from

Well... that's if they take it upon

institutionalisation, just

themselves to fight the battle till

because we live in a nepotistic

the last blood drops.

community.

The girl child has been
Whenever we speak about
violence, what comes to mind is
the girls innocence.
So many banter about dressing
that looks nonsense.
All in the name of exonerating
their mess, the female personality

portended a weak and meek,
little wonder why they always
fall victim.
It has been the mentality of
every growing kid; that the girl
child is a fragile vessel and can
be broken easily.

falls victim of all assaults
including rape.

Hence the need for constant
isolation and segregation and

Why? Cruelty is the order of
the day. How do we then sit to
watch a video tape of a full
grown man committing so
many atrocities? The same

separation by the virile folk.
The girls need someone to take
up their fight, there is an
undying need to stop genderbased assaults.

way we all should stand up
or what is right, eliminating
gender based violence with
all our might.

The need to put an end to rape,
for absolute peace to reign .

World Health
Organisation
Agenda: Universal Healthcare in Democratic Societies:
Right or Privelege?
POPULATION (WOMEN AND CHILDREN)
BY FAFESOBI ANUOLUWAPO
As the population of countries rises

Technically put, discrimination, violence,

daily, a more effective, efficient, and

and abuse must be overawed for UHC to

adequate universal healthcare system can

attain greater heights in the development

not be underrated. Universal Healthcare

of human right as it concerns women and

Coverage

children. By educating them on their

(UHC) is a free healthcare

system designed for all. This can be seen

health, it will automatically reduce the

not only as a right but also a privilege

rate of unwanted pregnancy, death, and

since it addresses people’s mental health.

overpopulation. As a result of intensified

Perhaps this system is firmly based on

population, UHC encourages the

the 1948 World Health Organisation

empowerment of individuals, families

(WHO) constitution, which declares

and communities to take charge in their

health as a fundamental human right.

own health as regards Primary Health

Same in this flow of thought is our

Care (PHC).

pivotal concern for women and children

To resuscitate the capacity of UHC, more

whose population alone accounts for

personnel must be employed to reach out

two-thirds of the world's population. On

to people without favouritism because

a daily basis, women and children suffer

healthcare must be for all.

from numerous diseases; especially

In achieving the UHC's truest goals,

during pregnancy and childbirth. As a

disease prevention, health promotion,

result, quality care and financial

and emergency preparedness must be

protection should be an entitlement. This

taken into consideration.

would enable women to plan their

is the vision of UHC 2030 which takes

pregnancies through improved access to

its ideology from the fact that, “The

contraceptives and other related

death of anyone in the society diminishes

preventives solely towards an

all of us because we are all involved in

inclusivity- driven society.

mankind.”

Above all, this

Disarmament and
International Security
Agenda: Ethics of Biological and Chemical Agents in Warfare
LEAKAGES AND CHALLENGES OF THE BIOLOGICAL
AND CHEMICAL WEAPON CONVENTIONS
BY RAHMAT SUENU
The Biological Weapons Convention
and

the

Chemical

(CWC)

were

eliminate

Weapons

established

weapons

of

mass

prohibiting

their

acquisition,

stockpiling,

(BWC)

Convention

Another

problem

conventions

that

pose

is

non-parties

fear

and

to

threat

the

to

the

Korea,

for

respectively

to

destruction

by

instance, chose only to be a part of the Geneva

production,

Protocol on Biological and chemical weapons,

development,
retention

or

use

of

international

which

does

community.

not

restrict

North

the

production

and

them, by state parties. A general observation

possession of these weapons. The fear of the

that was made by the majority of the delegates

power that such a country inhibits, might cause

of

the

Committee

of

Disarmament

and

International Security (DISEC), is that these
conventions
leakages,

have
and

a

lot

of

therefore,

loopholes
needs

to

be

is of countries that are yet to be parties to these
and

the

threat

posed

by

this.

Currently, three countries have neither signed
nor ratified the CWC and ten countries have
not signed or ratified the BWC. The provisions
of these conventions do not prohibit or restrict
form

of

trade

between

parties

to

the

convention and non-parties. This implies that
non-parties

Going

further,

scientific

On the first instance, the issue to be considered

any

breach the conventions in favour of their safety.

and

strengthened.

conventions

other countries that are parties to conventions to

could

still,

by

some

loopholes,

the

fast-growing

innovations

in

the

pace
areas

of
of

biotechnology and chemistry poses a threat to
the potency of the CWC and BWC respectively
in

the

near

future.

As

laudable

and

these

innovations have been, especially in advancing
the areas of public health, food and pest control,
they still pose a risk to security. For instance,
Iran

was

accused

in

2019

by

the

US

of

conducting Biological weapon research under
pharmaceutical auspices, including constructing
a

plant

for

pharmaceutical

botulinum

toxin.

trade certain materials that could be used in the

Even if this accusation may not be entirely true,

production

it still raises the fact that despite the existing

of

toxic

weapons

if

they

are

involved in any.

conventions,

countries

A trade-in dual-use materials, for instance, may

scientific

not raise any suspicion about its implications,

substance. This also poses a question to the

because the materials could be argued to be for

existence of strong oversight on countries that

other purposes beyond weapon production.

are parties to the conventions.

innovations

can
to

still

hide

produce

under
deadly

United Nations
Economic and
Social Council
Agenda: China's Neocolonialism and its Role in
Africa's Economy

BY TAIWO OLUWAFISAYOMI
China, one of the world’s largest

significantly. Given the impressive

emerging investors is ramping up

scaled scope of its engagement,

investment in Africa as it searches for

China’s return to Africa may turn out

natural resources, but whether the

to be one of the most significant

benefits are mutually beneficial is

catalysts for development for the

questionable. The Asian economic

region. Indeed, China’s relationship

superpower is in pursuit of oil, gas,

with Africa has been a controversial

precious metals and mining to diversify
its energy resource import pool.

topic of discussion among world
leaders.

It requires other resources to sustain its
manufacturing capabilities, which is
where Africa, a prospective derivative,
can offer all of these things to the
world’s second-largest economy.

China’s relationship with African has
often been described as colonial in
which most of the benefits are far from
mutual and often accrued to China. But
whether China’s recent investment

Like many emerging markets, African
countries are one of the fastest-growing

activities have had a positive impact on
African countries is debatable.

markets and profitable outlets for
export manufactured goods. In the past,

Arguments have been made for and

the UK and France were the prime

against this growing trade and

trade partners for Africa. Today, China

investment relationship between China

is Africa top bilateral trading partners.

and Africa. In some cases, China has

This is more than just a trend.

seemingly created a dependency for the

Not a long time ago, China eyed areas

African countries without providing

in Africa where resources were

real structural help to show integration

abundant and easy to extract. Chinese

in these local communities. The

imports to Africa are more diverse

exploitation of labour, protectionism of

which are also mostly comprised of

technologies and distance from the

manufactured goods.

interest of a real wish for inclusion, the

Since allowing access, China’s
involvement in Africa has increased

current activities of China in Africa,
raise pressing doubt.

World Food Programme
Agenda: Climate Change and World Hunger
BY AVERY WANG
During the first virtual committee session of

“Portable generators require fewer people to set

YISMUN’s July conference, delegates

them up,” the Delegate from Chile stated.

representing countries from around the world

According to an article from ReliefWeb

proposed solutions on how to best combat world

International, the WFP plans to set up additional

hunger amidst climate change and the COVID-19

organizational hubs on all continents to support

pandemic. Delegates addressed how the pandemic

existing hubs, depending on funding

has severely limited the ability of organizations

availability.

such as the World Food Programme (WFP) to
safely conduct in-person assistance operations.

When asked how the cost of pre-pandemic
operations compares to providing workers with
PPE and purchasing portable generators during

Although the WFP has downsized some of its inperson operations, there are still people who are
working on the ground to provide food and other
necessary materials to those in need. In
compliance with guidelines from the World

the pandemic, the Delegate from Chile
expressed his confidence that the WFP would be
able to order them in this words “I do not know
the cost but I expect that the WFP would be able
to order them,” he stated.

Health Organization (WHO) and many
governments, the WFP is equipping the majority
of its frontline workers with personal protective
equipment (PPE), such as masks, gloves, face
shields, and coverall gowns.

The delegates also discussed the prospect of
educating food insecure people and farmers
about how the misuse of resources can fuel food
insecurity and perpetuate world hunger. The
Delegate from the Netherlands presented
programs that the WFP and the Netherlands

However, supplying one worker with PPE can
cost up to USD$2,500 per day, according to a
report from the Society for Healthcare
Organization Procurement Professionals. Even for

have run, and acknowledged the difficulty of
educating people during a pandemic, but also
offering a hopeful community-based solution to
education and the high PPE costs.

a multilaterally supported and funded
organization, supplying workers with proper PPE
can incur a sizable cost over time, thus potentially

“The programs that the Netherlands have funded
are actually community lead, so the Netherlands

limiting the WFP’s ability to physically operate

has already taught members of communities

and combat world hunger. The Delegate from

who will go on and expand their knowledge and

Chile expressed his opinion that the WFP should

through programs taught in the communities, led

continue to set up organizational hubs and deliver

by community leaders, who have been educated

portable generators instead of permanent ones, to

by the WFP,” elucidated, the Delegate of

minimize total PPE costs.

Netherlands.

United
Nations
Human
Rights
Council
Agenda: Violations of Rights and
Humanity of the Uighur People in
China

Dear Diary,
I

turned

and

saw

Fatimah

once

again,

wearing the usual black chiffon scarf that
covered her entire mouth and nose slightly,
and a blazing red colored hijab. She, like
every other day, was ready to talk about the
serenity she felt while she said her prayers
at the mosque, recounting how the voice of
the

Imam

while

he

recited

Auzubillah

Minashaitan Nirajeen before reciting surah
fatiha sent chills down her spine.
But all of a sudden, as though she was hit
by a train, she snapped at me and scolded
vehemently on how it was almost time for
Fajar

prayers

ablution.

In

and

I

sudden

hadn’t

performed

realization,

I

turned

back, waking into reality still within the
four black walls of the so called training
centre.

SERENITY
BY ADEBAYO ADEBUSOLA

But this time, unlike every other day when I
would have immediately knelt to pray in
secret and thereafter get whipped by the
warden

who

always

found

out

through

camera tapes, I laid down and felt warm
tears tip toe to my ears, having nothing but
questions as to why I must deny Allah,
whether

I

deserve

a

life

of

freedom

to

express my beliefs, whether I would ever
get the opportunity to run into the streets
and sit amidst the great women of Islam
praying without fear and whether it is fair to
be

falsely

accused

of

displaying

acts

of

terrorism for expressing my religion.
But all of a sudden feeling like I was a
human

whose

protected

and

inalienable
with

a

rights

slight

push

were
from

Fatimah, my dear imaginary friend, I rose
and shouted Allahu Akbar (Allah is Great)
at top of my lungs, for though I might be
whipped

the

hardest

today,

I

reminded

others that our plights would be recognized
soon, and our tortures shall end.

International Criminal Police
Organisation
Agenda: Strategies to Effectively Combat Human Trafficking
BY ALO MOBOLUWAJI ESTHER
Article 3(a) of the Protocol to

It is a general phenomenon that

Most people are easily coerced or

Prevent, Suppress and Punish

trafficked victims consist of only

deceived by the promise of quick

Trafficking in Persons Especially

women and children, however,

money strategies introduced by

Women and Children (2000), a

research, as well as reports, have

closed ones or friends whereas they

supplementary provision to the

shown that the acknowledgement

are exploited. This necessitated the

United Nations Convention

that men and boys are also

statement given by Hillary

against Transnational Organized

vulnerable to human trafficking

Gbedemah that “Where there is

Crime, provides that,

has led to a higher percentage of

exploitation involved, it is irrelevant

“Trafficking in persons” shall

males identified.

that the victim gave their consent.”

transportation, transfer, harboring

Not withstanding the statistic

On the other hand, Police officials

or receipt of persons, by means of

difference between male and

are recognized as the bridge between

threat or use of force or other

female victims, a common ground

citizens and government and

forms of coercion, of abduction,

as to the reason for the increase in

according to the National Centre

of fraud, of deception, of the

victims percentage can be found in

Bureau (NCB) of the United States

abuse of power or of a position of

the words of Hillary Gbedemah,

of America, ‘they play a vital role in

vulnerability or of the giving or

chairperson of the Committee on

human trafficking’. In

receiving of payments or benefits

the Elimination of all Forms of

acknowledging this statement, the

to achieve the consent of a person

Discrimination Against Women

Romanian NCB states that ‘police

having control over another

(CEDAW), in an interview with

who are of noble personality or

person, for the purpose of

United Nations News that

integrity should be recruited and

exploitation.

“Poverty, impunity and forced

well paid to prevent subjection to

migration are just a few of the

bribery.’

factors boosting the numbers.”

Therefore, there is need for vigorous

mean the recruitment,

Exploitation shall include, at a

economic and finance enlightenment

minimum, the exploitation of the
prostitution of others or other
forms of sexual exploitation,
forced labor or services, slavery
or practices similar to slavery,
servitude or the removal of
organs;

The issue of poverty or lack of

of the people as well as the officials

finance as one of the reasons for

in the position of combating human

the increased trafficking rate arises

trafficking in order to prevent falling

from both the victims’ perspective

into the wiles of human traffickers

and the police perspective.

who use as device, the economic and
financial status of persons.

United Nations
International
Children's Fund
Agenda: Impacts of COVID-19 on Children's education due to
the digital divide.
HOPE IS MY LEFT FORE-FINGER
BY SUENU RAHMAT
My freedom of movement is

that engraves itself in the pit

not the only thing the

of my stomach. Barely six

pandemic has hampered in

months ago, when the mayor

my life. I've lost my home,

made the announcement that

I've lost my mother and my

all elementary schools should

only sister, and mostly, what

close up indefinitely, my

remains of the seed of hope

childish mind was in a

that has sowed in me

hysteria.

decayed and withered away
like leaves left too long to
parch.

All I could think of was my
freedom from irrelevant
responsibilities like

HOPE IS MY LEFT
FORE-FINGER,
SLASHED AWAY
AND LOST
FOREVER.

twilight gleaming down on our
faces: "hope for success, but
do not forget that education is
the key".

As I saunter through the
barely busy streets, I see a
pretty little girl; eyes buried in
the computer screen before
her. My mind flashes back to
when I was about her age.

homework. Although, deep
down, I knew I'd miss the free
lunch I get to receive daily;
Mama doesn't have enough to
afford us the luxury of a lunch
meal.

I crushed my left fore-finger
on a grinding stone while
straying too far from home.
My finger fell away like the
top of a coconut, slashed away
with the sharp edge of a

Deep down also, I felt guilty

cutlass, just like every hope

for the giddiness that seeped

I've ever built.

into me at the thought of not
I've become a wanderer,

going to school, my late father

Hope is my left fore-finger,

trailing downtown during the

would have never condoned

slashed away and lost forever.

day, silently hoping that luck

that. My father used to say to

I say, Hope is my left fore-

steers a kindly soul towards

me, under the shade of the

finger, slashed away and lost

me, to uproot the emptiness

swaying palm tree, with the

forever.

Catalogue of
the
connoisseurs

By Gracy Gupta

By Toritseju Braimah

By Shivanshi

By Gracy Gupta

By Toritseju Braimah

THE CANDID NETWORK
INC.
Submitted by the Organising Committee, Secretariat,
Executive Board, International Press team and the Delegation.
Basically, everyone who made this conference possible.

"To be perfectly candid,
Roses are red,
Violets are Blue, the Trump Administration
Doesn't care about WHO. - OC member

"To be perfectly candid this is to the head of IT:
Ayush-ure you’re not single? I’d zoom call with you any
day... - OC Member
"To be perfectly candid this is to the Delegate of Israel in
WHO: Wow, every point you make Israeli good! - OC
Member
"To be perfectly candid, Ms Sec. Gen, play me like one of
your Cellos. - OC Member
"To be perfectly candid, this is to the editor-in-chief: if
your photo ends up on the newsletter, you’d turn it into
Vogue. -OC Member

THE CANDID NETWORK
INC.
"To be perfectly candid, If I got a ship every time the
Delegation of South Africa said "madam", I would be
able to build a navy. - Delegate from WHO
"To be perfectly candid, If I got a dime for every time
Netherlands agreed with me, I'd be rich. - Delegate from
WFP
"To be perfectly candid, Award for the MOST WOKE
committee goes to: ECOSOC! You guys were on fire! - OC
Member
"To be perfectly candid, if I had a shot every time USA
interrupted, I'd be drunker than Russia.- Delegate from
INTERPOL
"To be perfectly candid, this is to the USG of
Communications: Vitoría? More like Vitoría-lly sweet!Secretariat Member
"To be perfectly candid, this is to the Media Designer
Mayy: You're so gorgeous, you put the Model in Model
UN. - OC Member

